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Since the 2022 Winter Games in Beijing, two of the main projects of the German Olympic
Academy (DOA) have once again been successfully implemented. First, the extensive
teaching material “Olympia ruft” (“Olympia is calling”) was published in December 2021,
which targets teachers and pupils in elementary and secondary school. The material does
not only include content for physical education but for many other subjects such as history,
mathematics, philosophy, and politics. All complementary worksheets are online available
and free of charge under https://olympia-ruft.de/.
Second, the German Olympic Youth Camp was held in February 2022. Due to the
coronavirus, the camp had to be realized in Germany. The DOA and German Sports Youth
were happy to announce a collaboration with the new sports camp of the Bavarian Sport
Association in Bischofsgruen near Bayreuth. Focusing on Olympism, the Beijing Games,
Chinese Culture, and current issues of the Olympic Movement, the winter sport camp offered
the perfect platform for 40 youths. Unfortunately, after a series of positive tests, the event
was stopped onsite and continued online, offering the chance to engage with the German
embassy and German School Beijing.
Olympism has also been celebrated around the Olympic Day at many places in Germany.
After two years with a digital emphasis, the DOA organized a varied onsite program for pupils
at the German Sport & Olympia Museum in Cologne. The children experienced many
Olympic disciplines, engaged with Team D and Team D Paralympics athletes, and learned
about Olympic history. For the anniversary of the Olympic Games Munich 1972, further
promotional events were organized in Munich, Kiel, and Augsburg.
Another event was closely connected to the Munich Games. The meeting of the medal
winners in the Bavarian capital gave the medalists a platform to share their former Olympic
moments. Two podium discussions were held. Olympic champions argued how a future
German Olympic bid could be successful and also supported by the German public.
The final key event took place at the IOA in September. The DOA organized an Olympic
seminar that targeted sport science lecturers and students from various universities as well
as schoolteachers. In the past, both groups held their own education seminars in Olympia.
To improve synergies, both programs were merged for the first time. The participants dealt
with important topics of Olympic education such as sustainability, commercialization, and
human rights. The new seminar consisted of debating competitions, short presentations, and
diverse workshops.

